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1.0 Introduction 

 

Parks have existed in various forms since the beginning of recorded history. From the 

gardens in Ancient Roman villas to the Hanging Gardens of Babylon, parks have always been 

the place for the people to escape from the routine of their daily lives (Garvin, Berens, and 

Leinberger 6). While recreation, in the modern sense, may entail sitting in front of a television 

set or streaming videos online, parks are still relevant in today’s society. Urban parks originated 

as a means to provide the benefits citizens felt cities were lacking; they were designed to be a 

place for pleasure, a place of relaxation, and a place where people could forget their woes (Cranz 

4-5). 

Urban parks come in various sizes and forms. Parks, plazas, greens, playgrounds and 

squares are just a few of the forms urban parks may take (Talen 486). Each of these forms can be 

found in most large cities; however, it can be more difficult to see the distinction between urban 

park forms in small cities. Having a diverse number of urban parks can help link parks in a city 

together, and indicate the formation of urban park networks (484). 

 

1.1 Case Studies and GIS 

 

In an article published in Landscape and Urban Planning, the Department of Urban 

Planning at Hanyang University in Seoul, Republic of Korea felt one of the major aspects when 

evaluating cities is the availability of public facilities, or urban parks (Oh 25). Urban parks have 

been described as being “a component of the natural system of the city,” and include both 

organic and social elements, which play important roles in the cities ecological functions 

(Banaszek et al. 609-610). The value parks offer is very evident in recent studies. Various case 

studies of urban parks can be found on the Landscape Architecture Foundation website 
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(lafoundation.org). These case studies and other articles all summarize urban parks have social, 

economic and ecological benefits to the communities in which they are placed (Walker 1). 

There are many tools available to landscape architects and urban planners to help 

determine where to place parks, but none are as widely used as the Geographic Information 

System, or GIS. GIS is a tool that assists in the decision-making process when determining site 

suitability for potential park sites, and in the allocation of city resources. GIS provides many 

techniques available to researchers and professionals alike. This thesis will examine a few of 

these techniques using the ESRI computer program ArcGIS and how it relates to park placement 

in a city. 

 

1.2 Definitions 

 

There are several terms that are critical in understanding the research and conclusions 

presented in this thesis. The first set of terms are used as defined by Emily Talen in the article, 

“The Spatial Logic of Parks.” Proximity is a spatial distribution method that examines urban 

parks in relation to each other as well as walkability for each park (Talen 475). Diversity is a 

spatial distribution method that examines physical or demographic data around a park to gage 

user accessibility (475). Social need is a spatial distribution method that relies on demographic 

data to determine areas that would benefit the most from increased park space (476). Spatial 

logic as defined by Emily Talen, the originator of the term, is “how [parks] ought to be 

geographically distributed across the urban landscape (473)."  

The following terms are used in a manner that is specific to this thesis: Greatest need is 

the geographic results from the combination of the spatial distribution methods introduced by 

Emily Talen. Park systems are small number of parks related to each other through distance 
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and/or programming, but that are disconnected from other parks in the city. Park networks refer 

to a fully connected series of parks systems spanning the entire city. Social desire, as defined by 

the author, is the desires and opinions the general public holds regarding urban parks in their 

community. 

 

1.3 The Research Problem 

The research presented in this thesis is based on spatial analysis techniques using GIS and 

from the methodology presented in Dr. Emily Talen’s article “The Spatial Logic of Parks.” The 

intention of this research was to discover if the use of a public opinion survey on the existing 

parks in South Bend, Indiana can be harnessed as a next step to the spatial logic approach, and 

provide a means of prioritizing the results based on social desire. Talen used existing GIS data to 

determine greatest need based on proximity, diversity, and social need (Talen 473); however, 

public opinions on the urban parks in her two study cities of Phoenix, Arizona and Chicago, 

Illinois were not considered in Talen’s method.  

The thesis presented herein modifies Talen’s method to include social desire, specifically 

using a survey of the residents of South Bend, Indiana, to determine public desires and opinions 

on parks in the community. The survey data was translated into GIS data and combined with 

zoning and other socioeconomic data gathered from the U.S. Census Bureau, and used as a new 

data layer in the GIS analytical technique of multi-criteria evaluation (MCE). The conclusion of 

this research defines a new set of guidelines using greatest need and social desire to assist in 

providing a means to improve the site selection process to bring the benefits of urban parks to the 

populations that need it most.  
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It is important to note that the result of this research is a MCE model that can serve as a 

blueprint for urban cities, and does not result in a design for South Bend. Each city is unique and 

has its own set of opportunities and constraints. The results here are best utilized in combination 

with additional studies to properly adapt the findings to suit the many diverse communities in the 

United States. As such, for this research, it is important to understand more about South Bend, 

Indiana. 

 

1.4 Assumptions 

- This thesis assumes that well maintained urban parks provide benefits desired by their 

community.  

- This thesis assumes South Bend, IN is a typical city in the United States and can 

serve as a model for the MCE process proposed. 

- This thesis assumes there is an advantage to combining the spatial logic method with 

social desire as a means of prioritizing park placement in a city. 

- This thesis assumes that those interested in the parks in South Bend are more likely to 

participate in the public opinion survey than those with little knowledge of the 

existing parks.  

 

1.5 Delimitations 

- This thesis is a theoretical research problem with the results considered as a model to 

serve small urban cities, and is not a design solution ready to be immediately 

implemented without further planning and community consultation. 
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- South Bend, IN is used as a model of convenience to show how the process presented 

in this thesis is intended to be run, and is not an actual proposal for the city. 

- Due to time constraints and resources, the survey conducted will gather a small 

sample size of survey results as an example of how the social desire process is 

intended to be utilized, with understanding that the full process should be run with as 

large a sample size as possible. 

 

1.6 South Bend, Indiana 

 

South Bend is a city in north-central Indiana, in St Joseph County (see Figure 1.3.1). The 

population in the 2010 census was just over 100,000 people, with a slightly negative population 

growth (US Census Bureau). With  negative population growth, the city and the county have 

received little in the way of funding for parks, as it is not considered a critical county, based on 

the Indiana Statewide Outdoor Recreation Plan 2011-2015 (SCORP-15 59). This plan only 

considers a county to be critical if it has a population growth greater than that of the state 

average, among other factors (59). As of the 2010 census, the Indiana statewide average growth 

rate was 1.7% (US Census Bureau). Because South Bend’s growth rate is less than this, little 

external attention has been paid to the city. 
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Figure 1.6.1 – This map shows South Bend, 

Indiana and the neighboring cities within St. 

Joseph County. 

 

The city of South Bend published its 

five-year master plan at the end of 2014 

which serves as an example for what the city 

is currently looking for from urban parks. 

This master plan, along with the 

methodology presented by Emily Talen, 

helped provide the basis for the creation of 

guidelines presented in this thesis.  

However, as Talen’s methods were used, the results of the mapping in this thesis differs 

from the analyses found in the South Bend Five-Year Master plan. More information on the 

South Bend Five-Year Master Plan can be found in Appendix G. 

The research in this thesis is presented in multiple sections. The Background Information 

chapter discusses the research on urban parks and GIS, and provides an in-depth look at the 

article by Talen. The Methodology chapter explains the methods used in this research and the 

survey of South Bend residents. Following this are the survey results for South Bend, and the 

application of the survey data combined with Talen’s methods to create a working example from 

which conclusions are drawn about urban park networks in small cities. 
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2.0 Background Information 

 

In this section, the value and spatial aspects of urban parks are explored, along with 

explaining the role the Geographic Information System (GIS) plays in urban park design and 

placement, and what components factor into this process. The method of quantifying the benefits 

of urban parks is discussed, and a detailed examination of the article “The Spatial Logic of 

Parks” by Dr. Emily Talen is given to how it provides a means of connecting the individual parks 

and park systems in a city to a cohesive network of parks. This section concludes with the key 

element of social desire, explaining its value and relevance as the proposed next step to the 

spatial logic method.  

 

2.1 The Value and Spatial Aspects of Urban Parks 

 

Urban parks provide more than just recreation and relaxation; they have been used as 

learning tools, as ways to promote public health, as ways to engage the community, and as a 

means to further economic development (City Parks Alliance 1-2). Parks have many other uses. 

“Conceptually, the pleasure ground was meant to transcend, not reflect, the evils of urban life 

(Cranz 23),” meaning urban parks in the United States originally came into being to provide 

what a city was lacking, as a means of cleansing the spirit, so people could return to their daily 

lives renewed. 

Studies used by politicians, landscape architects, engineers, and nonprofit organizations, 

like the Trust for Public Land, attempt to quantify the benefits urban parks bring to their 

communities (Sherer 7). The most common method of bringing this data to light is to view case 

studies on successful parks (see lafoundation.org for a searchable database of case studies on the 

benefits of urban parks), as well as post-occupancy evaluations. Other studies seek knowledge 
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about the economic and ecological benefits and impacts parks have on their communities, with 

most examining urban parks in major urban cities. 

 

Social Benefits Relating to Urban Parks 

In the early nineteenth-century urban parks were designed as picturesque landscapes 

(Cranz 24, Sherer 5). These natural parks, like New York City’s Central Park designed by 

Frederick Law Olmsted, demanded nearly one thousand acres of land be dedicated to a “virtual 

country” in the city (Cranz 24). In the article “City-Landscape-Architecture,” Linda Pollak 

argues this type of park is not what the nature of the city wants; rather she believes there is an 

“open space problem” (Pollak 53). This “open space problem” is one where people see parks as 

open space – grassy fields for people to participate in a wide range of activities. This “openness 

implies a lack of both boundaries and construction (53),” and that a series of connected, smaller, 

more densely programmed parks would contribute to the sense of boundary. Pollak concludes the 

boundaries and design program of an urban park are what help determine whether the park itself 

is truly necessary to the surrounding population (54).  

Other studies support Pollak’s view that design programming in urban parks is a 

necessary component of a successful park (Pollak 53). In one such study, a pair of psychologists 

conducted a series of interviews to examine park users in the 55-93 age range, grouped by 

ethnicity.  (Tinsley, Tinsley, and Croskeys 199).  The goal of the Tinsley study was to compare 

the psychological benefits of urban parks between gender and ethnicity to determine if the older 

populations’ views on parks differed from the younger generations (199).  The benefits under 

examination were the materialistic and utilitarian values, views of self-expression, and a desire to 
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help others. The study was also open to examining other types of psychological benefits based on 

ethnicity (202).  

The study concluded park use actually holds relatively close to ethnic stereotypes of each 

group, and all respondents enjoyed having the option to participate in a wide variety of activities 

on site due to the design programming of the park (217). The study showed significant 

differences in the usage of the park based on ethnicity between visiting the park alone, and with 

extended family (208), and the psychological effects documented were feelings of gratification 

and pleasure (210). This supports what most typical parks were originally constructed for: a 

means of bringing pleasure to the lives of those people visiting them (Cranz 23). Other than 

pleasure, the second-most reported psychological benefit was “the opportunity to engage in 

simple, non-challenging activities without extensive planning or the necessity of long-term 

commitment” (Tinsley, Tinsley, and Croskeys 215).  

In the book Urban Parks and Open Spaces, the argument for parks as open space is made 

quite clearly, stating the reason open space was so sought after as public parkland was because it 

“does not cost the government money” (Garvin, Berens, and Leinberger 11). This was due to the 

push to return cities from motorized hubs to pedestrian-focused activities. Open space served as 

the means to bring people back into the city from the suburbs (10-11). In these terms, boundary 

is defined by what surrounds the parks, and more specifically in this case, the park serves as that 

boundary, as the threshold space to bring people into the city. Pollak argues that the concept of 

boundary for urban parks is more the idea of communication, rather than a line or division 

(Pollak 54). This idea suggests that urban parks are a means of connection, linking people to 

place. 
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Each of these studies notes that urban parks in large cities, and more importantly urban 

park networks, are necessary to serve as catalysts for their community. As stated in the Politics 

of Park Design, Urban Parks and Open Spaces, and “City-Architecture-Landscape”, urban parks 

help bring people together (Cranz 154; Garvin, Berens, and Leinberger 24; Pollak 54). In doing 

so, urban parks contribute to the revitalization of a community by creating safer neighborhoods 

due to people becoming more familiar with one another, by engaging community members with 

each other, and by promoting the arts and cultural programs (City Parks Alliance 1-2). Other 

studies examine “smart growth” which is used to compare the benefits of conserving city space 

for parks (Economic & Health Benefits 1) to support tourism as a positive aspect of urban parks 

(City Parks Alliance 1-2).  Tourism leads to economic growth, and economic growth leads to 

more productive communities (City Parks Alliance 1-2, Economic & Health Benefits 2).  

 

Economic Benefits Relating to Proximity of Urban Parks 

Along with boundary, proximity and accessibility are spatial aspects of park sites that 

contribute to maximizing potential benefits granted to their community. In a study conducted in 

Valencia, Spain, a link between the spatial aspect of proximity and the economic benefit of urban 

parks was determined based on people’s willingness to pay more for their homes to live closer to 

a park (Salazar and Menendez 304). In Spain this is very important, as additional taxes can apply 

to citizens who live close to certain public parks (298). The study posed only a few questions to 

the 900 people surveyed, asking about their willingness to pay more to have access to better 

public parks, and how likely they would be willing to move to a new location based on the 

current project this study was using as an example project (299).  
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While respondents heavily denied wanting to currently move, it was concluded if they 

were planning to move, increased costs would not deter the selection of a house near a park; and 

in fact, a house located near a park is actually more desirable, regardless of the potential added 

costs (303-305). It is important to point out that as obvious as these results may seem, they are 

nonetheless important: proximity to a park does matter to those living in densely populated 

communities (303). 

Another study, examining proximity to parks in a network, collected data from the city of 

Roanoke, Virginia. The study serves as a prime example in support of a connected network of 

parks, and how such networks are indeed helping to bring increased value to their city (Poudyal, 

Hodges and Merrett 976). Roanoke, like South Bend, Indiana; is a city of roughly 100,000 

people (976). It has one of the fastest growing metropolitan areas in southwest Virginia and an 

evenly distributed park network in the city. Poudyal, Hodges and Merrett felt Roanoke was ideal 

as a study city because the even distribution of its park network meant more people had equal 

access to the parks. At the time of this study, Roanoke had forty-six different urban parks 

throughout the city and the immediate neighborhoods (976).  

For the Roanoke study, the economic value of and sale price of single-family homes was 

examined. This study does note that previous studies tend to rely on data for large metropolitan 

areas and major cities, and less on smaller cities and the sub-markets or districts within them. 

This issue appears to be quite common, as major cities are often the focus of research, while 

smaller cities like Roanoke or South Bend have had less priority for study (976). 

The results of the Roanoke study were very similar to the study by Salazar and 

Menendez. There was a positive correlation between proximity to parks, and the price frequency 

of home sales (Poudyal, Hodges and Merrett 982). This study also discovered that “demand for 
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urban park size increases as the cost of living space increases” (982). It is also worth noting this 

study proposed a 20% increase in urban forest areas (read more about urban forestry at 

www.fs.fed.us/ucf) increasing household consumer surplus (how much over market price a 

consumer is willing to spend to be near parks) by $160 for a total of $6.5 million for households 

in proximity to urban parks (Poudyal, Hodges and Merrett 982). This means residents are willing 

to pay more than it would actually cost for the city to increase its park space, and this is 

suggested as a means of justification for putting a higher priority on urban parks (982).  

The link between the value of urban parks to their community and the community’s 

proximity to these parks is very important. No matter the size of the city, people are willing to 

pay more to be near parks, because people believe these parks improve the quality of life for 

their community (Salazar and Menendez 305; Poudyal, Hodges and Merrett 982). Urban parks 

provide many social, economic and ecological benefits to their communities and people want to 

be able to take advantage of these benefits. It is important for parks to be distributed in a way 

that serves the maximum number of people in their community.  

 

2.2 Components of Urban Parks and GIS 

 

Using the Geographic Information System (GIS), landscape architects and planners are 

showing that networks of well-distributed urban parks are more valuable to a city than single, 

isolated green spaces (Talen 473). The Trust for Public Land has been very active in spreading 

both facts and planning methods for urban park systems across the United States (Shing and 

Marafa 26, Harnik 65). Park systems are a small number of parks related to each other through 

distance, programming, or ecological functions, but may not have accessible connections to other 

parks and park systems in the city. Park networks are fully connected systems of parks spanning 
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the entire city. Larger cities are trending toward embracing these factors as they realize the 

potential urban park networks bring to their city, but little attention is paid to whether these 

factors are the same for smaller cities. The next step in the process is to bring this awareness to 

smaller cities and provide a means of implementing these networks. 

 

Key Components of Urban Parks 

The Trust for Public Land held a conference in 2003 in which 25 experts in urban parks 

convened to discuss key questions and components for cities and urban park networks (Shing 

and Marafa 26, Harnik 65). From these two days of meetings, “Seven broad measures of an 

excellent city park system” were determined (Harnik 65-66). The seven measures are (65-66):  

1. A clear expression of purpose 

2. Ongoing planning and community involvement 

3. Sufficient assets in land, staffing, and equipment to meet the systems goals 

4. Equitable access 

5. User satisfaction 

6. Safety from physicals hazards and crime 

7. Benefits for the city beyond the boundaries of the parks 

 

These measures begin to define a standard for urban parks for larger cities around the 

country and highlight what data should be considered important for cities in the decision-making 

process for urban parks systems and connecting them to overall city networks. 

Research by Shing and Marafa, in their article "Research Update: Components of Urban 

Park Systems," have expanded on these seven measures, creating a listing of 42 indicators of 

good systems was generated to help cities determine how they compare with the measures (26). 

These indicators (examples of the indicators can be found in Appendix A) range from planning 

policies and management actions to environmental, social, and economic points (28). Other 

components of urban parks range from educational functions to park usage, as well as natural 
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beauty and cleanliness of facilities (29). It is important to note the article expresses caution, and 

concluded each city and park is unique and these components cannot yet be universally adopted; 

however these indicators and components can currently serve as general guidelines for assessing 

urban park systems (29). It states that more research of park management and city park systems 

is needed. The article concluded by proposing methods for academic researchers and practicing 

professionals to assist in finding more tailored characteristic on a city-by-city basis (29-30).  

The Shing and Marafa study proved to be very valuable by providing evidence of park 

components and needs, and also limiting these components by concluding each component will 

not fit every city (30). The article does not address the size of the city these components apply to, 

nor is park scale discussed, but rather emphasizes the importance for the individual components 

to be fine-tuned for each city (30). Taking this knowledge forward, it places even more 

significance on finding a means to translate applications for networks in large cities to a 

workable means in smaller cities. 

 

The Spatial Logic of Urban Parks and Greatest Need 

While it has been proven that parks do provide many benefits, there is still the question of 

how to distribute parks in a community in a way that maximizes these benefits, as making parks 

available to the maximum number of residents in a city is the goal of an urban park network. 

City zoning, population density, income, and walkability – all are factors to consider when 

determining new park locations.  

Discussed in the article, “The Spatial Logic of Parks,” Emily Talen defines what she calls 

the spatial logic of parks as “how [parks] ought to be geographically distributed across the urban 

landscape" (473). This concept examines how parks are distributed in a city, and how to gain a 
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better understanding of the “important implications for future park investment, planning and 

design” (473). Talen begins by saying, “Most often, parks are studied as discrete open spaces to 

be designed, as environmental resources that bring ‘nature’ to the city, or as spaces with unique 

social and economic value (473).” While this is important, she believes more attention must be 

paid to the overall park network within a city, and not just the individual spaces (473). 

Talen offers her own list of criteria for components important to an urban park and to the 

city itself, as parks should create a logical spatial network within a city, distributed across the 

urban landscape. Diversity, proximity to parks, and social need are the three most important 

factors to consider in spatial logic (476). In order to show the spatial logic method, Talen used 

GIS to conduct a comparative evaluation of Phoenix, Arizona, and Chicago, Illinois. Chicago has 

been well known to have adhered to an overall city master plan with many parks and open 

spaces, while Phoenix has developed into a large, sprawling city. Talen quantified each of the 

three important factors spatially, with social need being determined from datasets based on 

property value, annual income, race, traffic, and crime for each city (477).  

For the overall goal in the spatial logic distribution of parks in a city, Talen focuses on 

greatest need, which is in part, the equal distribution of resources – parks – across the 

community (476). This method provides a means of connecting the individual parks in a city to a 

cohesive network of parks. Determining greatest need in the community relies on a combination 

of proximity, diversity, and social need. GIS layers are used in order to see the relationships 

between the three (477). In other studies, GIS data is used to analyze the urban environment and 

calculate land use ratios (Okunuki 181). This analysis often takes datasets at the census tract, or 

block group level, grouping areas of similar size characteristics for comparison (181-182). 
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Expanding on social need, Talen explains social need and the benefits of an urban park 

for communities are linearly related. Parks designed based on social need, or socio-economic 

characteristics measured through race, crime and poverty, lead to improved quality of life (476). 

These parks provide many benefits to a community, from lower health risks due to closer 

proximity, to more opportunity for physical activity, and these parks can add a sense of security 

for the community. However, Talen warns the “difference between a park being available (close 

by) and accessible (open to all groups)” (476) can be vast and will directly affect the benefits an 

urban park provides (477). 

When determining urban park location based on social need, Talen claims “they would 

be located in areas with higher density and in areas with greater social need, measured by, for 

example, income level” (483). Her conclusions suggests population density and income level are 

often related, and have a higher need for the potential benefits an urban park can bring to the 

community. Both are significant factors when deciding where parks should be placed in an 

overall network for a city based on need (489). 

In terms of diversity, census data/demographics are often linked to social conditions, as it 

is possible to interpret this information from such data layers as income, race, and ethnicity. 

Often, a correlation can be drawn between income, race and ethnicity, especially when 

examining a city’s poverty level at the block group level (Talen 479).  

Talen additionally notes diversity can also refer to land use (479). Land use, which may 

include zoning within a city, can lead to conclusions for diversity based on how particular 

sections of the city are used. For example, data layers such as river networks, road networks, 

railways, and water reservoirs may play larger roles in determining need in industrial zones as 

opposed to zones for institutional development (Banaszek et al. 611). Other conclusions can be 
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determined through data on the height of buildings around parks, and other land parcels (Talen 

479-480). Figure 2.2.2 is an example of applying the spatial logic method to zoning. 

Population density plays a part in both social need and diversity. In social need, density 

can help infer how much outdoor space is deemed public or private, or show areas more affected 

by poverty (481, 483). For diversity, density can provide information on how active an area is.  

Talen describes ‘active’ land use as banks, schools, businesses, etc. where many people 

are coming and going. The opposite would be land use designated as single-family housing, 

where there is less activity throughout the majority of the day (480). 

When the zoning and land use have been categorized, relationships often emerge. GIS 

helps visualize these relationships and often uncovers patterns of parks in a city (Yamamoto 

334). Ideal relationship patterns between park scale and the land use are (Talen 484): 

- Neighborhood parks (often less than one acre), like playgrounds and squares, are 

often better suited paired with single-family housing. 

- Community parks (around 10 acres), greens, and plazas complement a mix of single-

family and commercial land use types. 

- District parks (greater than 20 acres) work well with a large variety of land use types. 

 

Figure 2.2.1 – Different park types in a city, used as reference for scale. Source: SmartCode v9. 
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Figure 2.2.2 – This example of Talen’s spatial logic is applied to zoning around a park in 

Phoenix, Arizona. She proposes rezoning as a possible method of creating a spatial logic within a 

city that supports the park network. Source: Talen 480, 486, 487 
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These patterns play an essential role in Talen’s spatial logic and help planners and 

landscape architects understand the characteristics of that particular section of the city. It is these 

discovered characteristics, as defined by how successful the city designates the park, which help 

in the formation of criteria for new parks in other parts of the city. 

Proximity is the third factor Talen emphasizes for park networks. Proximity largely 

examines the spatial distribution of parks in relation to one another while allowing people to 

have walking access. One-quarter mile is the generally accepted distance for a destination to be 

considered within walking distance (Talen 478), especially for users who are physically active. 

Unit subdivisions of 1/8-mile, 1/4-mile, and 1/2-mile often create a solid means of assessing land 

use and walkability surrounding a park. Factoring density, diversity and social need with these 

subdivisions is ideal for discovering how a park connects to the network of parks distributed 

across the city (478). 

Park size can also factor into proximity and is often based on the density of single-family 

homes around a park. Typically, the goal is to maximize the number of users per park. Parks that 

are small in size can be located almost anywhere and in much higher quantity, but may not be as 

advantageous if the locations have a very low population. On the other hand, an excessively 

large park may not fit in with the city’s park network and lead to an inefficient system if it is not 

matched with the proper reciprocating land use (478). That is not to say large parks are not 

beneficial to a city, as studies have shown large parks have increased benefits when relating to 

the ecological systems of cities (Karami et al. 342).  

Social need is interconnected with both density and proximity.  Social need puts emphasis 

on certain factors such as density of low-income households or available public or private space 

per person (Talen 482). Parks have been shown to increase property values, create spaces for 
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healthier living styles, encourage local business growth and provide a sense of community that is 

often lacking in densely populated, lower-income, sections of a city (483). It is important to note 

Talen does acknowledge that the existence of a park in an area may not grant its benefits to a 

community (483); as such, more attention must be paid to the placement of the parks in order to 

increase the opportunity for a park to serve as a catalyst for improvement in the community. 

 

Public Participation and Social Desire 

Social desire refers to a community’s (or sub-section of a city) interest in using urban 

parks and their perceptions and concerns over the previously discussed issues of safety, 

accessibility, programming and maintenance in existing urban parks. It uses public input to 

determine how much each section of the city wants an urban park, factoring the community’s 

opinion, to better determine park placement in the city. Social desire is not a factor in Talen’s 

spatial logic method, however, it is a key element for all city planning departments. It is the 

proposed next step to the spatial logic method, as a means of guiding the results to highlight the 

areas of greatest need, and to prioritize them based on social desire. 

The opportunity for public input in city planning is desired by citizens and city officials 

alike (Bryson, et al. 23; Rowe and Frewer 4; Shirk, JL, et al. 3). In an article by Rowe and 

Frewer, it is stated that in science, government and industry greater attention is being paid to 

public participation (Rowe and Frewer 4). These entities are understanding that, especially in 

resource management (city parks), “public participation can be a means of engaging diverse 

stakeholders and accessing new knowledge, making power relationships transparent, adapting 

activities to evolving conditions, and encouraging both ownership and accountability of the 

management process among constituents (Shirk, JL, et al. 3).” Rowe and Frewer agree in terms 
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of these entities becoming more accountable (4) and transparency (24), and go on to say that 

public participation can also help “acknowledge democratic ideals and enhance trust” in policy 

decision-making (24). 

Referenda, public hearings/meetings, public opinion survey, negotiated rule making, 

consensus conference, citizens' jury/panel, citizens advisory committee, and focus groups are the 

main methods of public participation (Rowe and Frewer 8-9). Surveys, focus groups and public 

meetings are the most common ways local governments use to provide the opportunity for 

participation in the planning and development of a city (Master Plan 12). With these different 

methods available for public participation, it is up to each government, discipline and field of 

study to tailor the appropriate method of public participation to fit the needs and goal of each 

particular situation (Bryson et al. 31; Rowe and Frewer 24-25; Shirk et al. 13). 

Public Participation GIS (PPGIS) is a new method of prioritizing greatest need in the 

form of landscape values. PPGIS is a means of taking values and special place typology (Brown 

168) and “allowing members of the public, that is ‘non-officials,’ both as individuals and grass-

roots groups,” to participate in the public processes of GIS (Tulloch 2-3). The mission of PPGIS 

is to “empower underprivileged communities” (Kwaku Kyem 6), and to bring the benefits of 

GIS, in this case parks, to such communities. 

The definition of PPGIS has evolved over the last two decades (Sieber 1), as GIS 

software has become easier for individuals and small organizations to acquire (see esri.com for 

more information). Renee Sieber is a professor of Geography at McGill University who 

specializes in PPGIS. In her article “A PPGIScience?” Sieber notes, “Most researchers agree that 

PPGIS is a normative field of study, possessing the ability to empower and marginalize (usually 

simultaneously) and containing a bottom-up component of public involvement” (2). She later 
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goes on to say that one means of participation in PPGIS is citizen consultation on the final results 

of a spatial analysis (2). A limitation of this form of PPGIS is that an appropriate method of 

spatial analysis must first be chosen. Integrating PPGIS with Talen’s spatial logic method may 

provide benefits not otherwise achievable through each individual method alone.  

For the purpose of this research, the method of PPGIS being applied involves gathering 

social information through “paper mail surveys, structured interviews or facilitated group 

procedures such as workshops,” and web-based services (Brown 168). The results from this 

method are then uploaded to GIS and used for analysis (181). The assumed advantage of this is, 

when coupled with the ideas for a spatial logic park network in a city, park placement is not 

limited to just being determined based on greatest need, but is now prioritized by social desire. 

PPGIS extends far beyond the local level. In fact, Indiana Map, a website with hundreds 

of Indiana-based GIS data layers available for public use (and from which much of the GIS data 

used in this thesis was obtained), is the result of PPGIS. In an April 2014 informal phone 

interview with Chris Dintaman (Geologist and GIS specialist for the Center for Geospatial Data 

Analysis at the Indiana Geological Survey, Indiana University, and the primary data manager for 

the Indiana Map), it was discovered that much of the data available on the website is provided by 

users who collected the data and who wanted to make it available for public use. 

This data was gathered by the Indiana Geographic Information Council (IGIC), which is 

a non-profit organization composed of 18 committees of volunteers. These volunteers are state 

officials, practitioners, educators, and residents that compile GIS data from all over Indiana. 

These committees grant-write, budget, and strive to acquire information at the appropriate spatial 

resolutions for the state. Most of this information comes from project bids, where different firms 
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(of which may even have members on the committees) will then collect the data and submit it to 

the IGIC (Dintaman).  

Public participation is the main reason for the wealth of GIS data available in Indiana. 

Without the participation of local organizations, firms and non-profit groups, the advantages GIS 

has to offer would not be as easy to access. The efforts of public participation empower others to 

contribute to their community through means otherwise not available (Kwaku Kyem 6; Shirk, 

JL, et al. 3). The questions posed to the public when collecting social desire are informed by 

previous contributions of PPGIS and, in turn, the answers contribute to the ongoing efforts of 

PPGIS. 

 

2.3 Background Conclusion 

 

Making parks available to the maximum number of residents in a city is the goal of an 

urban park network. Through different measures (Shing and Marafa 27) and social criteria (Talen 

476), GIS has been used as a means of finding ideal locations for parks to make their benefits 

available to each community. While proximity, diversity, and social need are three of the most 

prominent factors in determining greatest need in a community, adding social desire to prioritize 

the results based on the participation of the community, begins to ensure a more efficient means 

of urban park placement in a city. There are many other factors that are import to include on a 

case-by-case basis. These other factors (public amenities, land features, land use, socio-economic 

data, etc.) must be considered when determining park placement in a city in order to optimize the 

effect the park has on the community, and the amount of money a city or organization will need 

to spend to build and maintain a new park. The advantageous part of these factors is that many 
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are readily available as existing GIS layers. Through the use of GIS, these layers can be 

combined to find the site of greatest need for an urban park.  

Urban parks provide more than just a means of escape for local residents and workers; 

they bring communities together (Cranz 154; Garvin, Berens, and Leinberger 24; Pollak 54).  

Case studies have demonstrated the successful implementation of urban parks can result in 

increased revenue for the city, a higher population density, and a healthier lifestyle (see 

lafoundation.org; Salazar and Menendez 305; Poudyal, Hodges, and Merrett 982, Sherer 12). 

While many of these studies have examined parks in the major cities of the United States, 

such as Phoenix, Arizona, and Chicago, Illinois (Talen 473), studies focusing on the small to 

moderate cities are not so prominent (Poudyal, Hodges, and Merrett 976).  Through “smart 

growth” (Economic & Health Benefits 1) and other spatial aspects like structure and boundary 

(Pollak 53), urban parks can be programmed to be more than just open space. They can serve as 

a catalyst to improving the community, assuming they are maintained and distributed evenly 

across a city, maximizing the number of people able to access the parks (Talen 483).  

With GIS as the leading tool to assist in the decision-making process for park 

distribution, datasets of any scale can be visualized. By using the understanding of how a spatial 

logic can be brought to a city’s park network (Talen 473), and the many components and 

information layers required in this process (Shing and Marafa 26), this research looks to apply 

the combined concepts of greatest need and social desire to develop a series of guidelines cities 

around the country can use to begin assessing their park systems and to assist in the 

implementation of a logical urban park network for their citizens.  
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3.0 Methodology 

 

The first section of this chapter examines the site selection process and suitability 

analysis, and details the steps taken to gather data. The next two sections provide a close look at 

why the city of South Bend was chosen as an example for this research. Also discussed are the 

survey completed in South Bend, the survey results, and the application of the survey data to the 

methods presented by Emily Talen in her paper, “The Spatial Logic of Parks.” The Methodology 

concludes with the summery of the research findings. 

 

3.1 Site Selection Process and Suitability Analysis 

 

Using GIS as a site selection tool is a very common application for the program. GIS is 

not only used in the United States, but in countries all over the world to help plan urban areas 

and their functions (Khoram, et al. 70). Using GIS for site selection follows a similar method as 

found in an article from the journal for Advances in Environmental Biology (71): 

 

1. Resource Recognition and Gathering Information. 

2. Information Analysis 

3. Evaluation 

 

As part of the information gathering stage, layers of data in both vector (point, line, 

polygon) and raster (aerial photographs, digital elevation models, etc.) formats are needed. These 

layers can range from elevation data to vegetation or land parcel information. Soil suitability can 

be a major data layer, as erosion can be an issue for potential park sites (72), especially in cities 

with significant topographic variation; however, for the purpose of this study topography is not a 

key issue. 
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For projects in the United States, data layers are relatively easy to acquire. Many states 

have a GIS department that manages state files, and most cities have at least the most important 

layers available. Web databases such as IndianaMAP and the Indiana Geospatial Data Portal, 

hosted through the Center for Geospatial Data Analysis at the Indiana Geological Survey, 

Indiana University provide free access to hundreds of data layers and raster images spanning 

many years. 

While resource recognition is determined on a per project basis, many park planning 

projects use similar datasets. For example, census data and land use are very commonly used 

datasets worldwide. In studies of urban areas in Japan, researchers often started with two 

datasets: city blocks, and parcels (Okunuki 181, Yamamoto 334). While later datasets were 

introduced, and the studies differed in both their overall approach and goal, the studies used 

these two GIS layers as a foundation for their analysis. 

Often, GIS is combined with other methods for the information analysis stage. Other 

methods used are: analytical hierarchy process (Karami et al. 343, Chandio et al. 177), service 

area/population ratios (Oh and Jeong 28), and Makhdoum’s model (Khoram and Asgari 71). 

These methods process datasets in conjunction with GIS to create new analysis information. 

While the spatial analysis method used in this research was the primary method, aspects of these 

other methods were incorporated. Survey data is used to determine the operational distance for 

existing parks, and U.S. Census datasets provide the demographic data necessary for calculating 

population and land use ratios by census block group around each park.  

When working with GIS data toward urban park suitability, and finding locations of new 

parks based on greatest need, the criteria of proximity, diversity and social need stated in the 

previous section are combined with any other relevant GIS data such as soils, vegetation, 
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hydrology, etc. In the study conducted by Emily Talen, she compares the city of Chicago to the 

city of Phoenix, and evaluates each based on her criteria for a good network of parks according 

to her spatial logic method (Talen 473). This study uses her defined criteria, and through the use 

of GIS, calculates each variable to produce maps and data to evaluate the cities, and suggest 

improvements to zoning to optimize land use, and serve as a means of preserving the city’s 

budget. This evaluation also shows whether a city follows any kind of spatial logic (474). 

For this research, Talen’s spatial analysis method is combined with survey data that 

serves as a new layer of information to produce a new means of looking at park network 

planning for a city. While Talen used U.S. Census data and GIS layers, her approach did not 

factor in data from the residents of either city. It is through this method of inserting public 

opinion data collected from a survey of South Bend residents, that a new means of applying 

spatial logic to a city might emerge. Guidelines for urban park network planning are then drawn 

from the output of this method, in order to serve as the basis for a new model for small cities. 

The following sections will discuss in detail the survey and results, as well as the combination of 

Talen’s method with the spatial analysis method and the results. 
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Figure 3.2.1 – Listing of parks by scale in 

South Bend. 

3.2 Overview of South Bend and Survey of South 

Bend Residents 

 

South Bend is a city of approximately 100,000 

people in north-central Indiana (US Census Bureau). 

The downtown core is roughly sixteen square blocks. 

From there, office buildings and homes share much of 

the land before getting deep into residential zones. 

Parts of the city have been based on various overall 

master plans and George Kessler developed a 

boulevard system in 1912 (Master Plan 4) to connect 

South Bends three parks at that time. However, 

development of the city over time did not build upon 

this system and there is now a lack of connectivity 

amongst the parks in South Bend. There is not even a 

clear connection between the north and south 

sections of the river walk. South Bend is a city in need 

of revitalization, especially with the new 

implementation of connected parks in Mishawaka, 

South Bends’ sister city.  

There are currently over 70 properties, parks, 

golf courses, and facilities maintained by the South 

Bend Parks & Recreation Department (see Figure 

3.2.1), totaling 1,327 acres of park space (Master 

Plan 81).2.1 – Listing of parks by scale 
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The most historically prominent of these parks are Howard Park, LaSalle Park, Leeper 

Park, Pinhook Park, and Potawatomi Park and Zoo (Parks & Facilities). Each of these parks has 

existed in South Bend for decades, and is well known throughout the South Bend community. 

Each park is a prominent social gathering space in the community, but there is little spatial 

connection between them. Howard Park, South Bend’s first established park, was known for its 

general store and ice skating rink, and Potawatomi Park is known for its band shell, playgrounds, 

and the Potawatomi Zoo. Pinhook Park and LaSalle Park are important gathering spaces for their 

immediate communities. However, each has been tainted largely due to an adjacent water 

treatment facility and an abandoned factory site, respectively. LaSalle Park has been closed 

numerous times due to high levels of toxins in the soil, as it is a brownfield redevelopment site. 

Leeper Park, South Bend’s second established park, is still used for annual events and is the site 

for the Navarre Log Cabin, which honors one of the first settlers of South Bend (Parks & 

Facilities). 

The City of South Bend recently published its five-year master plan for the Parks & 

Recreation Department for 2014-2018. The master plan emerged from community input 

meetings and surveys, and an analytical technique called Composite-Values Methodology (CVM) 

and is also known as GRASP Analysis (Master Plan 87). CVM was used to analyze the levels of 

service (LOS) “provided by assets and affordances in South Bend (87),” with affordances being 

defined as actions “that an individual can perform is his or her environment” (79) and include 

activities, services, and programs that are publicly available (79). LOS and MCE are very similar 

and will be explained in more detail in Chapter 3.3. A link to the South Bend Five-Year Master 

Plan can be found in Appendix G, as it is available in PDF form online. 
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With knowledge of South Bend in hand, the next step of the process was merging GIS 

data with public opinion, and so a survey of South Bend residents was necessary. This survey 

was designed to gather public opinion on the parks in South Bend, and to discover the level of 

awareness the people have of the efforts being made by the city in park planning and 

maintenance.  

The survey questions developed for this thesis were modeled after the questions extracted 

by Shing and Marafa from the Harnik 2003 study, the “Seven broad measures of an excellent 

city park system” (Shing and Marafa 27). While the questions adapted by Shing and Marafa were 

developed for park agencies, they begin to ask about safety, equitable access to the parks in the 

city, crime, and the benefits the parks in the city bring beyond their own borders (27). In all, 13 

questions are posed, as is a list of 42 indicators of excellent urban parks (27-28). The tables can 

be found in Appendix A. The survey for South Bend residents was generated from these 

questions and indicators, as well as from the CityVoice four-question survey included in the 

South Bend Five-Year Master Plan (75). These examples were developed into a series of 

questions to measure the relative value of the parks in South Bend, as well as a means to see 

what parks are being used. These questions are: 

- Does the city hold regular meetings to discuss city parks and plans for the future? 

- In the last 10 years, have efforts been made by the city to improve quality of life in 

your neighborhood? 

- Do you use public parks? 

- Is there a public park within walking distance of your home? 

- Are public parks beneficial to the community? 

- Do public parks increase the property value of nearby homes? 

- Do neighborhoods with public parks experience less crime than neighborhoods 

without public parks? 

 

The survey included 14 questions, with the final question reserved for open-ended 

comments or questions participants wished to provide. The major points collected involved 
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questions specifying the distance to the nearest park from the participant’s home, length of 

residency in South Bend, and the participant’s age range. A copy of the survey can be found in 

Appendix C. The first half of the survey was used to collect this information, while the last seven 

questions gauged public opinion by use of the Likert rating scale, with 1 being Strongly Disagree 

and 5 being Strongly Agree, leaving 3 for a Neutral response. All survey participants had the 

option to skip any question or end the survey at any time. 

The target demographic of the survey was restricted to South Bend residents, living 

within city limits, who were at least eighteen years of age. The method for distribution was a 

visit to the St. Joseph County Public Library (SJCPL) – Main Branch, located on Main Street, in 

the heart of downtown South Bend. Any library patron who did not meet these requirements 

were disqualified from the survey. 

In order to minimize risk to the participants, the survey did not collect any identifying 

information and all proper IRB protocols were followed (a copy of the Informed Consent Form 

can be found in Appendix B). The original intention was to visit the library from 11am-3pm on a 

Friday-Saturday-Sunday weekend trip to South Bend. However, in response to the request for 

permission to distribute surveys at the library, SJCPL suggested the weekend of February 7
th

, 

2015, and extended the invitation to participate in their Science Alive! event.  

Science Alive! is an annual event hosted by SJCPL, in which various science 

organizations from the South Bend community are invited to educate children about the many 

different jobs and activities dealing with science. Groups from Notre Dame University, Indiana 

University South Bend, Ivy Tech Community College, and local high schools, as well as the 

Healthworks! Kids Museum and the American Society for Civil Engineers were invited to 

participate in the event. In total, over thirty-five local organizations participated in the Science 
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Alive! event. More information on the event and a full listing of the organizations can be found 

in Appendix D. 

SJCPL offered a booth for distribution of the survey for February 6
th

, 7
th

 (Science 

Alive!), and 8
th

. These dates offered adequate time for collecting responses from a broad sample 

of visitors – many associated with the Science Alive! events on Saturday, as well as numerous 

other weekend visitors on the days before and after. The booth held a poster on a tri-fold board, a 

few of the books used as research material for this project, and a covered box, for the survey 

participants to place the survey to keep their responses anonymous. An image of the booth set up 

can be found in Appendix D.  

A passive approach was taken, waiting for potential participants to approach the booth, 

rather than actively attempting to gain attention by engaging passing patrons who did not stop to 

view the poster. This approach was considered best to avoid disturbing library patrons, as the 

SJCPL promotes an environment of calm and quiet for its patrons. This led to the assumption 

that those interested in the parks in South Bend would be more likely to approach the booth than 

those with little knowledge of the existing parks. While this assumption may be seen as a 

limiting factor, for the purpose of this study, the data collected from the survey relied on 

participants’ awareness of the nearest park to their home in order for the results be translated into 

GIS data and mapped spatially. Participants with no knowledge of a park near their home 

provided valuable insight to the city’s general awareness of parks; however, these responses 

were unable to be mapped as the method employed by this survey spatially locates responses to 

the parks specified in the completed surveys. 

With the majority of the expected survey participants to be parents of small children, it 

was assumed they are the population most likely to use the parks and thus, have a good 
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understanding of the current conditions of parks and are the most concerned and aware of any 

efforts being made to improve, maintain and construct new parks in the city. Discovering 

peoples’ opinions of parks from this portion of the population was key for this study. This 

knowledge was beneficial for discovering what factors lead to good parks in cities of similar size 

to South Bend, and helped in formulating the guidelines for new park placement in a park 

network. 

 

3.3 Applying Talen’s Spatial Logic Multi-criteria Evaluation and the Survey Data 

 

The GIS data used in this section was obtained from the South Bend GIS Department, 

and the IndianaMap Layer Gallery (maps.indiana.edu). Data from the U.S. Census Bureau 

(census.gov) was gathered in spreadsheet format and joined to existing GIS layers for the 

analysis; the survey data was joined in the same manner. This section outlines the steps taken in 

developing the maps for park placement using Talen’s GIS spatial analysis multi-criteria 

evaluation (MCE) method of spatial logic, and the survey data. Figure 3.3.1 provides a 

breakdown of both the spatial logic method and the survey, while figure 3.3.2 is the flowchart 

used in the creation of the MCE. 

Basic datasets were needed for the base map of South Bend. These files were provided by 

the South Bend GIS Department. Of the files provided, the most important were shapefiles (.shp) 

of the city limits, zoning in the city, and streets; however, the most important of all the data was 

the shapefile for the parks in South Bend. This layer is the dataset on which the entire process 

relies. Other important layers such as hydrology, parcels, and the location of the SJCPL were 

obtained through Indiana Map. 
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Figure 3.3.1 – Comparative summary of the spatial logic method and public input from survey 

data. 

 

Talen’s spatial logic requires three datasets – proximity to parks, diversity and social 

need (Talen 473). This information is available through the U.S. Census Bureau, and the 

TIGER/Line Shapefiles. TIGER is an acronym for Topologically Integrated Geographic 

Encoding and Referencing, and it is the U.S. Census Bureau’s geodatabase. The census data 

necessary for diversity and social need include annual household income, population, and race. 

The data for each of these layers is provided on the census block group level in St. Joseph 

County, and is first manipulated to provide the results needed for mapping. 

The poverty level in South Bend for 2013 was 27.1% (US Census Bureau). The 2013 

ACS 5-year dataset for income was obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau, sorted by increments 

of $5,000 and limited only to the tracts that intersect with the South Bend city limits. Poverty 

level is calculated based on a threshold table available from the U.S. Census Bureau, which is 

determined by the number of adults and children per household. The average number of persons 

per household in South Bend is four (U.S. Census Facts), which equates to a threshold value of 

roughly $24,000. As the income data is in increments of $5,000, the number of households with 

an annual income of $25,000 or less were added and compared to the total number of households 
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to create a poverty percentage per census tract. The total percentage calculated was 27.1%, 

matching the reported poverty level in South Bend. There is a poverty dataset available through 

the U.S. Census Bureau; however, the poverty level calculated for South Bend from that data set 

was 15.4%, so the income dataset was used instead. 

The 2010 DEC dataset for both population and race was obtained from the U.S. Census 

Bureau. The race dataset was used to calculate the total number of non-white population per 

census tract and converted to a percent, representing the minority population. The population 

dataset was used to determine population density per census tract. 

These three datasets were combined into a single spreadsheet and then joined to the 

existing Census Tract shapefile’s attribute table. By joining the data in this way, the population, 

poverty and minority datasets can be displayed as a choropleth map. Based on the desired display 

of the data, the Quantile classification was used for each of the datasets, all using four classes for 

consistency (maps of poverty, minority and population can be found in Appendix E).  

 

Figure 3.3.2 – Flow Chart of the Methodology combining the spatial logic method with Public 

Input data from the survey. 
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Social need is determined based on a combination of several datasets and is actually the 

result of a multi-criteria evaluation. MCE, is used in both vector and raster datasets to create a 

weighted outcome based on project specific criteria, and displayed on a rating scale (Eastman et 

al.). This is the primary method used in suitability analysis. The criteria for social need are based 

on the combination of the minority, poverty and population datasets. In this instance, social need 

determines the census tracts with a large population and a high number of minorities living in 

poverty. This is achieved by overlaying the three maps of Population, Poverty and Minority. This 

overlay will highlight those census tracts with the greatest social need. It is important that each 

map uses the same number of classes (in this case four are used) or the result of the overlay will 

not be useable.  

While social need shows which census tracts have the greatest need, proximity is 

required as an additional factor. For Talen’s method of proximity, distances of 1/8-mile and 1/4-

mile were used (Talen 478). The data collected from the survey determined that a 1/4-mile 

walking distance was considered acceptable, and is used to define the linear distance around each 

park. By using proximity, it is possible to evaluate which census tract has access to a park and 

which of the tracts in greatest need could potentially benefit from the addition of a park. This 

radius also helps display the park network with a visual indicator of spatial relationship from one 

park to the next. The park network is based on proximity and social programming; the 

combination of distance between parks and the distance of service provided by each park 

determines if the park is part of a network.  

The survey data factors into several steps – it confirms the distance for proximity, shows 

operational distance for the current parks in the city, and through the results of the opinions 

about parks, the survey data begins to establish the level of social desire for a park. Social desire 
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is how much a community desires a park. This is the most valuable of the information collected, 

and it is based on public opinion of safety, the benefits of parks, and the expected use of a park 

within walking distance. By taking the average of these factors and mapping the results, social 

desire can be discovered. Social desire is a critical piece in the analysis process, which was not 

addressed in Talen’s spatial logic method.  

The final step in this process is the MCE, with the criteria defined as proximity, diversity, 

social need, and social desire. The result of running the MCE with these datasets is a map that 

shows which census tracts would benefit the most from an urban park, and what tracts are not 

connected to the park network in the city. In the next section, the results of applying this method 

will be evaluated to determine if the method works for South Bend, and if the process can apply 

to cities of similar sizes. 
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4.0 Results and Findings 

 

The first section of this chapter reports the results from the survey of South Bend 

residents, and the second examines the findings of the spatial logic method, and factors in the 

survey results.  

 

4.1 Survey Results 

 

The survey results are presented by first reporting the number of surveys returned, and 

then examining the results of each question. The results are organized based on the most 

important findings to the least important, as determined after running the MCE and evaluating 

the final results. Descriptions of the survey results are the primary means of reporting the results, 

and frequency tables and graphs are used as supplement. 

Five surveys were completed the first day. The survey was available from 11am-3pm on 

a Friday and the booth was staffed for the entire duration. The following day (the Science Alive! 

event) 31 surveys were completed. The survey was available from 10am-4pm, the entirety of the 

event, and the booth was staffed for the full duration. Although the survey was only available 

from 1pm-3pm, day three (Sunday) yielded three surveys. In all, there were 54 participants. 

Fourteen returned blank surveys and one minor attempted to take the survey – a young girl who 

wished to fill out a survey alongside her mother. Participants were allowed to take the survey 

with them while in the library, and return before leaving, however, only two participants who 

took the survey with them returned with a completed survey. The majority of participants 

remained at the booth until completion of the survey. 

Of the 39 surveys returned, 37 were valid – one only answered the question on the 

participants’ age, and the other was later determined to have been taken by a Mishawaka 
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resident. Both surveys were eliminated from the study. Of the 37 valid surveys, seven of the 

participants either skipped or missed at least one question, with the majority not answering 

Question 3. Eleven of the 37 participants left open-ended comments.  

The participants were primarily in the 35-44 and 55+ age ranges, which would appear 

consistent with the parents and grandparents of elementary to middle school children, as 

expected due to the Science Alive! event. The distribution of years lived in South Bend was quite 

even, averaging six to seven in each category, with the average length of residency at 26.9 years. 

Question 5 (see Figure 4.1.1) asked participants to write the number of years they resided in 

South Bend; the responses were later classified in 10-year increments. Question 6 (see Figure 

4.1.2) provided a multiple-choice response for the participants’ age. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1.1 – Question 5: Length of 

residency in South Bend. This frequency 

table shows the number of responses per 

grouping. 

  
 

Figure 4.1.2 – Question 6: Age of 

participant. This frequency table shows the 

number of responses per age group.  

 

In Figure 4.1.3, the responses for distance to the nearest park from participants’ homes 

are organized by whether the participants felt parks were a) walkable, b) drivable, or c) no park 

near their home (combination of Questions 1 and 3). Please note for South Bend it is 

approximated that five city blocks are the equivalent of ¼-mile.  
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Figure 4.1.3 – The numbers listed show the 

distances and frequency participants 

reported for the nearest parks to their home, 

classified by walking distance, driving 

distance or both. 

 

 

According to the survey responses, 

20 participants reported they felt a park was 

within walking distance up to ¼-mile away 

from their home. Four of those responded 

feeling distances further than ¼-mile were 

within walking distance. Five reported parks 

at distances greater than ¼-mile as being 

within walking or driving distance. The 

remaining 11 responses reported a park was 

within driving distance, and one participant 

felt no park was near their home. It was not 

intended for participants to choose both ‘a 

and b’, however, because greater than 10% 

of responses answered both ‘a and b’, the 

responses were kept as-is. Two respondents 

specified multiple parks and distances to 

each, however, for the purpose of this study, 

only the park reported as being nearest was 

used. 

Bicycling distance was not an option listed in the survey, and reflecting on the responses, 

it should be included in any future survey of this type. The participant who responded a park was 

within 2-mile walking distance, specified on the survey their answer was for bicycling distance. 
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Several of the participants spoke extensively about issues with bicyclists in South Bend, with 

some feeling city tax money was being wasted painting bicycle lanes on the roads. One particular 

participant spoke extensively on the issue of the city placing “Share the Road” signs for 

motorists and bicyclists, feeling that bicycle traffic should be separate automobile traffic. 

Another participant, however, stated they had recently moved into South Bend to take advantage 

of city life, specifying that parks and bicycle paths (the river walk) as positive aspects of the city. 

The most pressing issue participants reported was the matter of safety when using the 

parks in South Bend (Question 10). Several participants stated the feeling of safety in recent 

years has quickly diminished; however, these respondents admitted their older age may have 

some bias in their response. In Figure 4.1.4, responses show opinions were split almost evenly 

for Neutral or Disagree and Agree or Strongly Agree for neighborhoods with parks experiencing 

less crime. One particular participant spoke for nearly 45 minutes about positive childhood 

experiences in the parks in South Bend, but left the comment: “In recent years, I have been 

aware of security issues in the parks, and it has affected my use of the parks when I am alone or 

after 8pm or so.” 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1.4 – Question 10: Parks as a means of reducing crime in neighborhoods. Many 

participants felt their age factored heavily in their perceptions of safety in Parks, largely resulting 

in a high frequency of the ‘Neutral’ response. 
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Another issue raised during discussion with participants was a sense of the city not 

communicating its plans (Question 7) and not knowing about ongoing projects around the 

community (Question 8). In Figure 4.1.5, Question 7 (in blue) asked participants if they felt the 

City held regular meetings to discuss the parks and plans for the future of parks in South Bend. 

Question 8 (in red) asked participants if they were aware of efforts made by the city to improve 

quality of life in their neighborhood. It is clear the majority of participants either Agreed or 

chose Neutral on knowing if the city held regular meetings, and if the city had made efforts to 

improve the quality of life in their neighborhood.  

While this sample size is small, it appears the citizens of South Bend are aware of efforts 

to improve the city in their neighborhood, and that there is opportunity to attend public meetings, 

but other factors are perhaps either discouraging or preventing these citizens from attending 

meetings. It is interesting to note that for the South Bend Master Plan, eight meetings for public 

input were held with a total attendance of 136 people, averaging 17 people per meeting (Master 

Plan 53). 
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Figure 4.1.5 – Question 7 (in blue) shows respondents’ awareness of meetings held by the city 

and Question 8 (in red) how aware respondents were of efforts made by the city to improve 

quality of life in their neighborhood. 

 

Lastly, information about the benefit of parks was collected. Questions here inquired 

about property value (Question 13), the importance of having a park within walking distance 

(Question 11 and Question 12), and whether they believed parks in general were beneficial 

(Question 9). Based on the responses (see Figure 4.1.6), it is clear that the participants all agree 

that parks are beneficial to the community. One participant left the comment: 

“I appreciate the ‘chain’ of parks as 

it exists in South Bend/Mishawaka. 

Via the East Bank trail, one can walk 

from one end of [South Bend] to 

downtown Mishawaka. I’d love to 

see this expand into a walkable 

‘network’ of park chains leading to 

other parts of the city.” 
 

Figure 4.1.6 – Question 9: Are parks 

beneficial to the community? 100% of 

respondents agreed parks are beneficial.
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Several other participants left comments expressing more parks, winter activity in parks, 

and improving quality in parks to be more on par with the American with Disability Act (ADA) 

Accessibility standards (see www.ada.gov for more information on ADA standards). One 

participant, however, cautioned there are many improvements needed for existing parks, and 

would rather see the city park budget spent on park maintenance, than on new parks in other 

parts of the city.  

In summary, 32 of the 37 participants chose city parks as closest to their residence, while 

the other five specified either county or state parks in or near South Bend. These 32 responses 

were translated to a spreadsheet table (.xls), imported into GIS as a dataset, and mapped 

spatially. The main point this survey uncovered was a large concern for safety in the parks in 

South Bend, with a minor concern for bicycle traffic. More than half of the participants felt there 

was a park within walking distance of their home, and that the average walking distance, 

excluding the outlier response from the lone bicyclist, was 0.27 miles, which holds very close to 

the accepted average of 1/4-mile for active individuals. The average driving distance was 1.9 

miles. How this information is translated into GIS data and used is discussed in the next section. 

Because the survey only reached a small sample size, not every park was represented, and 

no park received more than three responses. A large sample size representing all parks would 

provide a much more accurate account of the parks in South Bend. The survey questions overall 

were very generalized, designed so participants would not have to spend much time taking the 

survey. For the future, asking questions to discover what aspects of the parks are liked or 

disliked, and why they choose to go to a certain park over another would lead to a clearer 

definition of why participants do or do not want parks. Based on how participants answered, 
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modifications need to be made to Question 1 (Are you aware of any parks near your home?) to 

provide clearer responses.  

 

4.2 Evaluation of Findings 

 

The findings for proximity show the percentage of land use types, based on parcels, 

surrounding the parks in South Bend (see Figure 4.2.3). Ideally, small parks would be located in 

neighborhoods, providing places for the immediate community to use. Larger parks would have 

a more diverse land use surrounding them, and would be more beneficial to the community if 

placed near commercial land (Talen 485-487). From the GIS process, percentages of land use 

types are based on distances of 1/8-mile (a distance most people can walk) and 1/4-mile (the 

distance determined through the survey data as acceptable walking distance). The results are 

listed in Figure 4.2.1 and show a somewhat even distribution of land use types for residential, 

industrial, and commercial around existing urban parks.  

Many of the parcels near parks, however, have a property type of exempt, with 47 of 

these classified as belonging to the Board of Education and the majority of the remaining 

belonging to other municipalities. Only four properties within a 1/4-mile of parks are labeled as 

vacant, with all four as the Vacant Utility Land-Commercial classification. It is important to note 

that the different park types (Figure 4.2.2) in South Bend appear to hold to the characteristics 

typically associated with each (Master Plan 81). Neighborhood-sized parks are indeed located in 

neighborhoods; larger park sizes, which likely would have a larger number of users driving to 

reach the park, are located in areas with more industrial and commercial land use types 

surrounding them. Figure 4.2.4 highlights the status of park systems and the park network in 

South Bend.  
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Figure 4.2.1 – Land use type count and percent by parcels near parks in South Bend.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2.2 – Land use type within 1/4-mile of parks in South Bend. Note: Some land use types 

were near parks of multiple scales and were counted in both categories. 
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Figure 4.2.3 – A 1/4-mile walking radius highlights the zoning of parcels immediately 

surrounding the parks in South Bend. Refer to Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 for quantities and 

percentages of land use types surrounding the parks. 
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Figure 4.2.4 – The existing park network (in green) and systems (in orange) for South Bend, 

Indiana. It is clear to see the disconnection between the park network along the St. Joseph River 

on the southern side of town and park system along the north section of the river. There are also 

a number of larger urban parks isolated in the exterior sections of the city. While these would 

primarily be parks people drive to, there are a number of Neighborhood scale parks near them 

that would benefit from being connected to the larger network of urban parks. Only 35% of the 

total land area for South Bend falls within walking distance of a park. 
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The data for diversity was created though comparing the percent minority to the 

population per census tract (see Appendix E). Figure 4.2.5 shows the resulting map for diversity. 

The census tracts in darker purple have the highest percent of minority and the highest 

population; the higher saturation of blue the tract has, the higher the percent minority and the 

lower the population. The higher the saturation of red the tract has, the greater the population and 

the lower the percent minority. From the map, it is clear to see there is a much higher percent 

minority living in the downtown area, with the southwest side of the city having a both a high 

population and a large number of minorities. It is interesting to see that the east side of South 

Bend, adjacent to Mishawaka, has a much smaller minority population. South Bend often is 

delineated based on an East side and a West side (Master Plan 80), due to historic population 

segregation, and it is apparent this still holds true today. 

Talen claims planning park distribution according to social need would place parks in 

areas of high density and greater social need. Figure 4.2.6 shows social need through combining 

the output for diversity with the data for income, and comparing it against South Bend’s 

population. In this map, the tracts with a high percentage of minorities living in communities 

with a high poverty level appear in the darker blue, with the tract appearing darker purple if there 

is also a greater population in the census tract. The map showing poverty by census tract may be 

found in Appendix E. For social need, it is clear the same southwest section of the city that had a 

high minority, has the greatest need for a park intervention. The two tracts on the east side of the 

city showing a high population, high poverty and high minority have vacant land designated as 

commercial within the tracts.  
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Figure 4.2.5 – Diversity map of South Bend, factoring percent minority against the population of 

each census tract. The census tracts in a darker maroon have the highest percent of minority and 

the highest population; the higher saturation of blue the tract has, the higher the percent minority 

and the lower the population. The higher the saturation of red the tract has, the greater the 

population and the lower the percent minority. The reciprocal poverty map can be found in 

Appendix E.  
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Figure 4.2.6 – Social need map of South Bend factoring percent minority and percent poverty 

against the population in each census tract. The tracts showing a high percentage of minorities 

living in communities with a high poverty level appear in the darker blue, with the tract 

appearing darker purple if there is also a greater population in the census tract. 
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Figure 4.2.7 shows the survey data, or social desire, mapped spatially. The responses of 

the survey participants were tied to the park listed as nearest to their home. The points represent 

the parks that were listed by participants, and the service distance is mapped as a buffer based on 

the distances the participants specified. The colors of the buffer represent the specified mode of 

transportation as walking distance (green), driving distance (red) or walking or driving distance 

(yellow). Points on the map that do not appear within the boundaries of the parks layer represent 

parks specified that are not owned by the South Bend Parks & Recreation Department. These 

parks range from county or state parks to school playgrounds. 

The park points are based on a value that averaged the responses to Questions 9 through 

12 (see Appendix C for the survey questions) on a per survey basis.  If there were multiple 

responses the average value, on a scale of 1 (do not want) to 5 (high want), was then applied to 

each park. The averages served as classification to the level of social desire for that particular 

park.   

For example, Leeper Park had three survey responses. The average of those three 

responses were 3, 4, and 3. The average response for Leeper Park is 3, and the park is labeled as 

Neutral, meaning people in the surrounding neighborhoods are generally indifferent toward 

Leeper Park. This then translates to these block groups as having a neutral social desire for 

Leeper Park, and would rank the block groups as a lower priority than block groups with a higher 

level of social desire and an equal level of social need. The survey results were generated from a 

small sample size, resulting in low accuracy. This map is used only as an example of the 

proposed process.  
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Figure 4.2.7 – Social desire map of South Bend, mapping spatially the information gathered 

through the survey conducted on residents of South Bend. The social desire park points show the 

level of desire for parks as reported by the survey participants. The operational distance (the 

distance participants are willing to travel to use the park) is mapped through the different color 

buffer circles around each park point. 
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The final composite map (see Figure 4.2.8) is a combination of proximity, diversity, 

social need, and social desire. Social need is used as the base layer, and the results of social 

desire are overlaid with the parks layer and the proximity layer. There are small park systems 

along the St. Joseph River, but a North-South connection is lacking between the East Race Trail 

and the northern system of parks along Riverside Drive. Parks are spread throughout the city, 

with a higher concentration in the downtown core. The 1/4-mile park radius shows that many of 

the parks are isolated from each other. Looking back to a comment made by one of the survey 

participants about “chains” of parks in South Bend (also see Figure 4.2.4), it is apparent that the 

existing park systems would benefit from a more connected “network” of parks. It is interesting 

to note that the census tracts previously mentioned on the southwest side of the city do not have 

any parks inside the tracts, and although there are a few in the surrounding tracts, these parks are 

at least two miles apart. 

To determine how much need these tracts have, because they are so large and labeled as 

so dense, a closer look is required. Figure 4.2.9 shows these tracts with the land use. Here there 

are dense regions of single-family homes near the edge of the tracts with parks; however, the 

single-family homes are well outside the 1/4-mile walking radius from those parks. A possible 

reason for these tracts being so large is that greater than 50% of the land use in these tracts is 

primarily large industrial and commercial lots, which could begin to explain the higher poverty 

level as industries in South Bend have closed many local factories and plants over the last 20 

years. 

What is encouraging for South Bend is there are already parks in many of the higher need 

neighborhoods and that the people of South Bend appear to want greater access to these parks. 

The issue becomes how to engage the communities with the parks and how to connect the parks 
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to a network that serves the entire city. Following the existing spatial logic and applying it to 

more sections of the city could assist with a resolution. Moving forward, it is important to 

address the social needs and social desires of the communities, and to plan new developments to 

hold true to this spatial logic. The next chapter discusses the possibilities this data has suggested 

and presents a set of guidelines to help cities of similar size to South Bend with their park 

planning process. 
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Figure 4.2.8 – Greatest need in South Bend, factoring proximity, diversity, social desire and 

prioritizing all the factors by social need. The Southwest section of South Bend appears to have 

the greatest need, as do several smaller, more isolated census tracts (highlighted with a yellow 

dashed perimeter) throughout South Bend. Social desire is displayed through the park points 

generated through the survey. These show the level of desire for parks in those sections of the 

city. Priority is established based on the level of desire closest to the census tracts showing 

greatest need. 
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Figure 4.2.9 – The southwest census tracts and zoning for South Bend; highlighting the tracts 

showing the greatest need in South Bend. There are parks nearby, however, many of them are 

golf courses and baseball fields (Belleville Gardens) or a baseball stadium (Four Winds Field). 

This section of the city has some of the densest single-family housing. There is not enough 

acreage (8 acres of the recommended 100) at the community park level to accommodate the 

population living in the adjacent subdivisions. The nearby Rum Village Park offers 160 acres of 

forest and trails; however, it is over 1/2-mile away and separated by Prairie Ave, a major road.  
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5.0 Discussion and Conclusion 

 

It is clear there are several different methods for cities to evaluate their parks, factoring 

many criteria from levels of service to zoning around parks. Each method has its advantages and 

drawbacks, and the primary decision on which method to use belongs to each individual city. 

Using the factors of proximity, diversity, social need and social desire, the modified version of 

Dr. Emily Talen’s spatial logic method was tested for South Bend, Indiana. From the results of 

this test, the following discussion presents a series of guidelines for creating and improving the 

network of urban parks for cities of a size similar to South Bend.  

 

5.1 Guidelines 

 The guidelines in this section are rather generalized, and are meant to generate discussion 

and thought on how to better improve park placement in cities. These guidelines were developed 

through research on the spatial logic method (Talen) and from the Components of Urban Park 

Systems (Shing and Marafa).  They were also created based on the results and feedback from the 

social desire survey. While some of these guidelines might indeed seem to be thought of as 

common sense, do not let that detract from their significance in this process. The guidelines are 

discussed in detail in Section 5.2. A numbering system was used for ease of reference and does 

not dictate significance, as they hold equal importance. They are as follows: 

1. Emphasis on both park context and park scale is key to good spatial logic in a city.  

2. Plan parks and maintenance for parks where the population is most dense. 

3. Develop parks in areas of greatest social need and social desire.  

4. Park economic sustainability and service area should be planned in order to provide 

the benefits of urban parks to the maximum number of people.  

5. Explore community partnerships and provide incentives for appropriate development 

adjacent to parks.  

6. Connect parks to create a walkable network in the city. 
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5.2 Discussion 

 

Through GIS techniques incorporating the concepts of spatial logic and survey data on 

public opinion, the resulting data shows some areas of South Bend were designed to facilitate 

parks, but park distribution over the entire city is not even. There are a few parks (Southeast 

Park, Fredrickson Park and Boland Park) currently located in areas of greatest need, based on the 

comparison to proximity, diversity and social need. The city of South Bend is taking an active 

approach to planning for urban parks and maintenance of existing parks. The publication of 

South Bend’s Five-Year Master Plan was a large step in the process of connecting the city and 

creating the identity of an active, green city that South Bend wants. They used the Levels of 

Service method and several different surveys, including CityVoice, in the process of developing 

the master plan. A link to the master plan is available in Appendix G. 

 

Park Context and Park Scale 

Guideline 1: emphasis on both park context and park scale is key to good spatial logic in 

a city. The parks in South Bend are situated reasonably for the surrounding land use types, but 

more efforts to reexamine zoning around the parks in areas of high social need could enhance the 

spatial logic of the city. It is important to consider scale when planning parks. Talen points out 

parks are typically categorized based on size (scale), rather than location (Talen 484). South 

Bend’s Five-Year Master Plan also addresses the parks by their size, but not by their location 

(Master Plan 81).  

In order to focus on both the context and size, the following is ideal: neighborhood parks 

should be located near single-family homes, community parks perform well surrounded by a mix 

of single-family homes and businesses, and district parks are better suited to having diverse land 
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use types in the immediate context, with more emphasis placed on having businesses than single-

family housing. Refer to Figure 4.2.2 for a breakdown of land use within walking distance of 

existing parks by scale in South Bend. 

 

Prioritize Density 

Guideline 2: plan parks and maintenance for parks where the population is most dense. 

The current method most park & recreation departments are using is the Levels of Service (LOS) 

method. This method is based on overall characteristics of the parks in a city, and uses a series of 

24 characteristics to calculate affordances for the city (Master Plan 87). The combination of 

assets and affordances is used to determine the LOS, and is known as Composite-Values 

Methodology (CVM) (87). The South Bend Five-Year Master Plan explains, “This quantification 

system provides a benchmark against which a community can determine how well it is doing 

providing services in relation to the community’s goals, both presently and over time” (87-88). 

This system also uses population density as a factor, but a major drawback of the system is it 

relies on current and projected population growth to plan the future of the city (92).  

With South Bend having a negative population growth (US Census Bureau), it is difficult 

to plan for an improved community. A negative growth implies there is something wrong with 

the city that needs fixing. By focusing on the densest sections of the city, improvements can 

happen more quickly to assist the portion of the population typically considering moving away 

from the city. 
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Focus on Social Need and Social Desire 

Guideline 3: develop parks in areas of greatest social need and social desire. The South 

Bend Five-Year Master Plan conclusion for the city’s park assets showed similar results to that 

of the spatial logic approach, pointing out the west side of South Bend was in greatest need. 

However, the LOS system calls for adding assets in areas of low population density as its focus 

is on distance, rather than context (Master Plan 93). The Master Plan points out that addressing 

the situation on a neighborhood scale, similar to what the spatial logic approach suggests, would 

be more practical for South Bend (93).  

The advantage the spatial logic method brought was closer attention to how land use was 

distributed in the areas of need. This allowed areas of need to be much more clearly defined. 

With focus being brought closer to the local level, rather than the city level, improvements can 

be proposed with future developments in mind, to allow those sections of the city to develop 

naturally over time toward the new vision for the city.  

That new vision, however, needs the support of the citizens. By introducing social desire 

to the equation, it provides the opportunity for the people to voice their opinions and concerns 

about new developments and park maintenance. It is already clear that city governments are 

beginning to understand the value of public input (Bryson, et al. 23; Rowe and Frewer 4; Shirk, 

JL, et al. 3), and as planners and landscape architects, the ability to push the importance of social 

desire in design is there. Why should planning of public assets, such as parks, not be driven by 

public participation – the user group these assets are intended to serve?  

A site for a park might be chosen through LOS or based on spatial logic, but what this 

methodology presents is a way to show the level of desire the community has for a park. It goes 

against logic to spend resources constructing a park in a neighborhood that has no desire to use 
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it. Social desire, coupled with the spatial logic method, not only aspires to bring order to city 

park systems and bring the benefits of parks to those who need them most, but also to provide a 

means of direction and cost savings for the city.  

 

Park Economics and Service Area 

Guideline 4: Park economic sustainability and service area should be planned in order to 

provide the benefits of urban parks to the maximum number of people. Funding is the primary 

concern for the South Bend Park & Recreation Department, as it is for most cities in the United 

States (Master Plan 101). Available funds for the city have been impacted by lowered taxes due 

to the national recession (101). Additionally, as of the 2010 census South Bend’s population 

growth is negative, so it does not receive as much funding from the State’s Division of Outdoor 

Recreation (DOR). St. Joseph County is not considered to be a “critical county” because its 

population growth is below the state average (SCORP-15 58). The Indiana Statewide Recreation 

Plan for 2011-2015 analyzed each county in the state of Indiana based on levels of recommended 

park acreage on the local, regional and total levels. The recommended levels are (44): 

- Local (city, county and municipal parks) – 20 acres per 1000 population 

- Regional (State and federally owned parks) – 35 acres per 1000 population 

- Total (all parks and facilities) – 55 acres per 1000 population 

 

In all instances, St. Joseph County had one of the highest deficits of park acreage in the 

state of Indiana. Figure 5.1.1 shows the deficit in 2010 for St. Joseph County. Full tables for all 

counties in Indiana may be found in Appendix F. 
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Figure 5.2.1 – Recommended park acreage for St. Joseph County 2010, based on the Division of 

Outdoor Recreation Standards (SCORP-15 48-49). 

 

Based on these numbers, the acreage deficit on the county level is considerable. For the 

local level, only six counties have a higher park acreage deficit than St. Joseph County (46-49). 

The numbers listed in the South Bend Five-Year Master Plan show the total park acreage for 

South Bend as 1,327.38 (Master Plan 81), which means only 35% of the local level parks in the 

county are near the majority of the county’s population. South Bend’s population for 2010 was 

101,168 (US Census Bureau), and based on the SCORP’s 20 acres per 1000 people, the city 

should have 2,023.36 acres of park space (SCORP-15 45). This means the city has a park deficit 

of 695.98 acres. South Bend alone has a greater deficit than 76 of Indiana’s 92 counties (46-48). 

Of South Bend’s 1,327.38 park acres, 530.53 acres, or 39.9%, are golf courses or Potawatomi 

Park Zoo and require a fee for entry and use (Master Plan 81).  

The section of the South Bend Five-Year Master Plan on affordances primarily examines 

user access to park assets, i.e. service area (94). The Master Plan used a 1/3-mile walking radius 

to assess access, while the spatial logic approach analyzed the city’s parks using a 1/4-mile 

radius (95). As such, the results of the Master Plan were slightly more favorable for South Bend, 

but still highlighted several areas of need as shown in the previous chapter.  

A major difference in the two approaches is the LOS created their buffer from a central 

point in the park (94), while the method presented herein created the buffer from each park’s 
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edge. The park edge was chosen for this method as it provided a more true 1/4-mile buffer, due 

to the varying sizes of parks in South Bend. Both methods do, however, use straight-line distance 

rather than distance on the ground. This process could be improved by switching to distance on 

the ground, as it would give a more realistic walking distance buffer range. 

Currently only 34% of the land and 36% of the population in South Bend is within 

walking distance of a park (see Figure 4.2.1); 2/3
rds

 of South Bend residents must drive to use a 

park. Since the majority of the population is not living near a park, it is difficult for residents to 

reap benefits of parks, especially with increasing gasoline prices. This means park attendance is 

not as high as it could be and the Parks & Recreations department suffers a loss of income and 

funding. 

 

Community Partnerships 

Guideline 5: Explore community partnerships and provide incentives for appropriate 

development adjacent to parks. While park growth has occurred over the last few years, the 

following statement was made by the South Bend Five-Year Master Plan concerning the future 

of parks in South Bend: “At this point, it appears that there is no room for further growth in 

acreages or assets maintained or program provision, without additional staffing allocations and 

funding resources” (Master Plan 101). In the future, more funding may become available for the 

City of South Bend and St. Joseph County. The DOR had noted in previous SCORP editions that 

their definition of a “critical county” is under revision to include “degree of need” (SCORP-10 

73), but this has not yet been incorporated as a determining factor. South Bend is looking to 

forge community partnerships and is in the process of privatizing the Potawatomi Zoo to assist 

with their financial issues (Master Plan 103), but there is still little room for the city to negotiate. 
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If the spatial logic method was applied to South Bend, the efforts for developing parks could 

gain support from other city departments by altering zoning around current parks and potential 

park locations, and offering incentives (Talen 487) to planners based on the desired uses of 

development adjacent to these locations. 

There is a considerable amount of tax-exempt land owned by churches and religious 

organizations. Partnerships with these groups could encourage the development of small 

neighborhood parks, maintained by volunteers, which would not rely solely on city funding. 

Other vacant properties maintained by the city could be converted to small urban parks to help 

increase property value in the surrounding neighborhood and perhaps entice investors to return to 

those sections of the city.  

South Bend benefits from the many Colleges and Universities nearby, including Notre 

Dame University. In the last five years, Notre Dame has developed a large section of Eddy 

Street, located near Fredrickson Park, and has renamed the area Eddy Street Commons (Eddy 

Street). Figure 5.1.2, shows this section of South Bend as an area with high social need.  

Notre Dame University purchased the land from the City of South Bend and developed it, 

bringing in 17 new businesses and mixed-use development, including 90,000 square feet of retail 

space and 82,000 square feet of office space, into a previously poor neighborhood. Eddy Street 

has thrived over the last few years, adding 191 for-purchase townhomes, condominiums, and 

flats, 266 apartment units, and a Fairfield Inn & Suites (Eddy Street). Property value in this 

section of South Bend has skyrocketed, as has population density over the past five years. 

Although Eddy Street Commons is positioned to address the University’s campus, there is no 

clear connection being made to Fredrickson Park (see Figure 5.1.2). 
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Walkable Networks 

Guideline 6: Connect parks to create a walkable network in the city. This final guideline 

stems a national trend to make cities more walkable (Burden), and it is possible to use parks to 

help achieve this. Developments such as Eddy Street Commons can be an incredible boon for a 

struggling community. However, with no clear connection to a park, activities along Eddy Street 

are focused on shopping and dining, and opportunities for active recreation are ignored. While 

Eddy Street is designed as a walkable community, the primary means of arrival is by automobile.  

In Figure 5.1.2, the entrance to Fredrickson Park is along the north side of South Bend 

Avenue. The most active section of Eddy Street is to the very northwest corner of the map, with 

the townhomes and apartments, and single family housing on the southern section of the city. 

The road shown to exit Eddy Street Commons does bring a sidewalk to the intersection; 

however, there is no means of traffic control with only a stop sign for those leaving Eddy Street 

Commons. The intersection does not have a crosswalk or any other safe means for pedestrians or 

bicyclists to cross the street to continue toward Fredrickson Park. 

Attention must be paid to how new development in South Bend connects to existing 

urban parks, or the network of parks in the city will continue to struggle. For example, the 

addition of walking and biking paths from Eddy Street to the Riverwalk would greatly increase 

the connection Eddy Street has to the rest of South Bend, possibly drawing more people from the 

city to Eddy Street Commons. 
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Figure 5.2.2 – Eddy Street Commons and Fredrickson Park, and the zoning of the surrounding 

land. The development focused on the north side of Eddy Street (top left corner), and the new 

roads do not lead to the park, but rather, toward South Bend Ave. and Twyckenham Drive (top 

right near). The land immediately north of Frederickson Park has been left as undeveloped 

woodland. Coquillard Park is a good example for zoning around a neighborhood park. 
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5.3 Conclusion 

 

As smaller cities become more densely populated, and begin to discover (or recover) their 

sense of identity, a network of parks is needed to become the catalyst allowing improved quality 

of life for all. This will encourage healthy growth within the city and help to ensure “valued 

public resources like parks are located in places where they are needed most (Talen 490).” 

Proximity, diversity, and social need are the three main factors introduced in the spatial 

logic method of locating and connecting park systems to a cohesive network in a city (476). 

Through the use of a public opinion survey on the perceived benefits of urban parks, a new layer 

of information, social desire, was added to this methodology. Social desire is critical in this 

process as it gives a voice to the people (Kwaku Kyem 6; Shirk, JL, et al. 3), furthering the 

democratic values desired by the citizens of the United States and builds trust between a city and 

the people residing within it (Rowe and Frewer 24). GIS was then used to analyze and combine 

the datasets of the spatial logic method (proximity, diversity, and social need) with social desire 

to determine which sections of the city would benefit most from an intervention. As shown 

through the background research, parks are the preferred choice to assist cities and their citizens 

by providing ecological, economic and social benefits to society. 

Research focusing on smaller urban cities is less common than studies conducted on the 

major cities in the United States (Poudyal, Hodges, and Merrett 976). By applying the spatial 

logic methodology, which was created to analyze major cities like Phoenix, Arizona, and 

Chicago, Illinois (Talen 473), a new way to examine smaller cities has emerged and it does 

indeed appear that many of the components of major urban parks networks are applicable to 

small cities. Moving forward, it would be beneficial for this application to be tested on various 

sizes of even smaller cities, possibly ranging down as far as 35,000 people. 
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This research began by examining the spatial logic method, and aspired to determine if 

social desire was a logical next step in the process of bringing the benefits of urban parks and 

their networks to a city. It was largely successful in running the methodology and generating 

results showing ideal census tracts (see Figure 4.2.8) to focus development on. Caution must also 

be exercised given that this is only the beginning of the process. As discussed, the results 

generated compared favorably to methods currently used by city governments, like LOS, to 

assess their city, but at this point in the research there is no clear way to determine if one method 

is superior. It is important to remember that social desire, unlike the other methods, is designed 

to encourage inclusion of the people – the park users, and give them a voice in this process. 

Further testing of this method is required, as well as refinement of the methodology and 

most specifically the survey and information used to inform social desire. The guidelines 

presented, however, highlight common themes in many of the different methods of park 

placement in a city. This research recommends these guidelines for all city developments by city 

planners, landscape architects and city officials. In future applications of social desire, these 

guidelines would do well in assisting to adapt the survey questions necessary for gathering data 

on social desire to each city’s particular circumstances. 

Each city is unique and has different needs; these adaptations should look to gather as 

much information on citizen awareness of parks and the intended use. For this method of social 

desire, it is important to establish the opinions of parks and willingness to participate in 

supporting parks from each neighborhood community in the city. Questions addressing perceived 

walking distance and user accessibility will begin to show where and how far people in the city 

are willing to travel for parks. Not addressed in the survey that was conducted, but a question 
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that could provide better insight to what is working would be to ask what a user’s favorite park in 

the city is and what qualities it has that sets it above the rest.  

In the small sample size of the survey conducted in this thesis, the idea of park use and 

perceived safety was highlighted by a majority of participants. Questions geared toward what 

efforts would encourage feelings of safety, such as better night lighting or increase police patrols, 

would serve to show what the people would perceive as being more safe. In a city with a 

connected network of parks, bicycle patrols could prove to be more cost effective, as the cost of 

using and maintaining a bicycle as opposed to a squad car is minuscule (Lawrie). The network of 

parks would also provide an easier method of bicycle patrolling through the city.  

Remember that each city has its own set of challenges and needs. The survey questions or 

other methods of collecting social desire data, like focus group questions, will need to be 

adapted with this in mind. The guidelines presented should be used to assist with this, by using 

them to shape the questions on park use, park accessibility and others to better determine the 

right course of action to bring parks to better serve the community as a whole. 

To reiterate the guidelines (see Section 5.1) and conclusions (see Section 5.2) drawn 

through this application it is suggested small cities should focus on the context of the urban 

parks. Zoning and new developments should address existing parks, not contribute to isolating 

open space in the city (Talen 479). Connections to these parks should always be considered, and 

priorities should be given to making a community walkable, as this determines if a park belongs 

to a park network.  

New park developments have the potential to be more beneficial in communities that 

have greater social need and social desire. No matter how much a community could benefit from 

a park, it is difficult to maintain a park if either the community or the park is ignored by future 
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development. In addition, scale of the park should make sense for the community it is designed 

to service (Talen 484). Parks that are excessively too large may lead to an inefficient park 

network in the city if it does not have proper reciprocating land use, such as a mix of single-

family housing and commercial land (478). Smaller parks may fit better in the rhythm of a 

neighborhood, as opposed to near industrial sites (478). 

Lastly, with funding being the primary issue most cities face (Master Plan 101), finding 

alternative ways of bringing revenue to the city may help create opportunities to expand and 

improve on the network of parks in the city. Exploring community partnerships and providing 

incentives (such as tax breaks or easier to obtain building permits) for appropriate development 

adjacent to parks may assist in bringing the benefits of urban parks to their community. It is for 

these reasons that parks should be placed, creating a spatial logic in a city, to bring the benefits 

offered to the communities that need them most. 

Urban parks have proven to be beneficial to the community they serve. Urban park 

networks are a means of distributing those benefits throughout a city. The advantage of this 

adaptation of the spatial logic method is that attention is paid to the local level. As with the 

levels of service, while it provides a thorough means of analyzing a city’s parks, it does not focus 

much on park context and scale.  

By introducing public participation to the spatial logic method, prioritization for 

improvements is brought to the areas of greatest need. While further improvement on the types 

of questions posed in the survey is needed, a basic understanding of public opinion was obtained 

from this small sample size. Through talking with the participants, it was clear the people in 

South Bend enjoy having the availability of park space. Residents of the city do feel urban parks 

are beneficial and continue to desire using them. 
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It is important to remember that the goal of urban park networks is to bring the benefits 

offered by parks to the maximum number of people in a city. Based on the research presented 

herein, social desire, coupled with spatial logic is a modified method that aspires to bring order 

to city park systems, provide the benefits of a well connected park network to the people, and to 

give direction, as well as cost savings to the city by showing were parks are not only needed, but 

where they are most desired.  

Cities have many options available to them, meaning they have the opportunity to use the 

method that presents the best fit for their situation. Each city is unique and more studies on the 

effects of urban park networks in small cities may help determine which method is truly best. 

There is hope that research like this will direct more attention to the smaller cities in the United 

States, in order to give them and their resident’s better opportunities to enjoy the benefits urban 

parks can offer. 
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7.0 Appendix 

 

Listed in the Appendix are various supplemental tables, charts and figures. The listing of 

Appendices are as follows: 

7.1 Appendix A – Seven Broad Measures of an Excellent City Park System 

7.2 Appendix B – Informed Consent Form 

7.3 Appendix C – Survey for South Bend 

7.4 Appendix D – Science Alive! Images and Board 

7.5 Appendix E – Supplemental Maps 

7.6 Appendix F – Indiana Statewide Outdoor Recreation Plan Tables 

7.7 Appendix G – South Bend 5-year Master Plan Information 
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7.1 Appendix A – Seven broad measures of an excellent city park system. 

 

Figure 7.1.1 – Seven broad measures of an excellent park system, Table 1 (Shing and Marafa). 
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Figure 7.1.2 – Examples of the 42 indicators generated after the filtering process, Table 2 (Shing 

and Marafa). 
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7.2 Appendix B – Informed Consent Form 

 

Figure 7.2.1 – Informed Consent form for the South Bend Survey. 
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7.3 Appendix C – Survey for South Bend. 

 

Figure 7.3.1 – Page 1 of the South Bend Survey. 
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Figure 7.3.2 – Page 2 of the South Bend Survey. 
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7.4 Appendix D – Science Alive! Images and Board 

 

 

 

Figure 7.4.1 – The booth at SJCPL for distribution of the South Bend Survey. 
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Figure 7.4.2 – An image of the display board used at the SJCPL during the South Bend Survey 

distribution. It lists the parks in South Bend and their acreage, and gives examples of the 

different park types, and an example of the Emerald Necklace in Boston, MA, as a reference for 

a good park network in a city. 
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Figure 7.4.3 – The front side of the brochure for the Science Alive! event. It lists all the groups 

and organizations that participated. 
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Figure 7.4.4 – The backside of the Science Alive! brochure. It lists the activities and their 

locations in the library. 
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7.5 Appendix E – Supplemental Maps 

 

 

Figure 7.5.1 – A zoning map of South Bend. The overall zoning for the city is actually quite 

good, with a central business core, followed by single-family housing, with the industries on the 

outskirts of the city limits. 
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Figure 7.5.2 – From this map showing minority percent by census tract, it is very clear the 

majority of the minority population is on the west side of South Bend. South Bend is often 

delineated as East and West based on historic population segregation. That spatial pattern is still 

relevant. 
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Figure 7.5.3 – Poverty by census tract in South Bend. Overall, the higher percentages of census 

tracts are concentrated on the west side of the city, but also are present in large percentages in 

other sections. There does appear to be a correlation between poverty and minority on the west 

side of South Bend. 
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Figure 7.5.4 – Population by census tract in South Bend. While census tracts are notorious for 

generalizing population density over a large area, if this map is compared with Figure 7.4.1, it 

can be seen that the population-heavy tracts on the outskirts of South Bend typically have their 

population concentrated in small sections with in the tract. 
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Figure 7.5.5 – Poverty is compared with population per census tract to determine the poorest 

sections of the city. The higher saturation of blue in the tract, the higher the poverty; the higher 

saturation of red, the higher the population. The tracts appearing in the deepest maroon color 

have the highest combination of poverty per population. 
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7.6 Appendix F – Indiana Statewide Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) Tables 

 

Figure 7.6.1 – A scan of the first page of Regional Outdoor Recreation (SCORP-15 46). 
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Figure 7.6.2 – A scan of the second page of Regional Outdoor Recreation (SCORP-15 47). 
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Figure 7.6.3 – A scan of the third page of Regional Outdoor Recreation (SCORP-15 48). 
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Figure 7.6.4 – A scan of the fourth page of Regional Outdoor Recreation (SCORP-15 49). 
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7.7 Appendix G – South Bend 5-year Master Plan Information 

 

A full PDF copy of the South Bend 5-year Master Plan can be viewed online through the South 

Bend Park & Recreation Department website at:  

 

http://sbpark.org/files/uploads/SBPRD%20Master%20Plan_2014-09-11.pdf 

 

 

http://sbpark.org/files/uploads/SBPRD%20Master%20Plan_2014-09-11.pdf

